
(Grishman (1986) def ines Computational
linguistics as the study of computer systems for understanding and generating natural language.

(access

Machine translation

Information retrieval

(Man-machine interfaces)

Transformal Generative Grammar
 Friedman's Transformational Gram-

mar Tester (Friedman J 971) 
cognitive sciences artificial intelligence

model
programs

 cognitive psychology

Computational psycholinguistics

These programs constitute the basis for the evalua-
tion and further development of the theories.



method techniques tools appliscations
language engineering language technology

applications
word sense disembiguation

algorithms  software

Rule-Based Systems

Data-Driven Systems
Implicit encoding of linguistic knowledge

Machine Translation
speech recognition

man-machine interfaces
Grammar Checker

Spelling Checker



Context-Free Grammars 
Type 0, Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 

Type-3 regular languages Type-3 non-terminal
terminal non-terminal terminal-

 

S

a set of nonterminal symbols, which are placeholders for patterns of terminal symbols that can
be generated by the nonterminal symbols..

Grammar
Type Grammar Accepted Language Accepted Automaton

Type 0

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Unrestricted grammar Recursively enumerable
language

Turing Machine

Context-sensitive
grammar

Context-sensitive lan-
guage

Linear-bounded
automaton

Context-free grammar Context-free language Pushdown automaton

Regular grammar Regular language Finite state automaton

Regular

Context - free

Recursively -
enumerable

Context - sensitive



Type-2 Context-free

languages

nonterminal

nonterminal

nonterminal nonterminal

Type-1 Type-1 context-sensitive

languages

          (empty)      

Type-0 
Type-0 recursively enumerable lan-

guage recursively enumerable language Turing machine 

terminals  
nonterminals nonterminal  
null terminals nonterminals



terminal

nonterminal 
nonterminal 

nonterminal 
nonterminal terminal 

nonterminal 
terminal 

Begin with a string consisting of the start

symbol;

Apply one of the productions with the start symbol on the left hand size, replacing the start symbol with

the right hand side of the production;

nonterminal terminal 
nonterminal 

Repeat the process of selecting nonterminal symbols in
the string, and replacing them with the right hand side of some corresponding production, until
all nonterminals have been replaced by terminal symbols.

G= G =(V, , P,  S), 

V  
 

N=  V-      - nonterminal 

A A A A€
epsilon rule,  null rule

the terminals, 
the symbols of the alphabet underlying the languages the nonterminals-

terminal- variables which behave like variables

ranging over strings of terminals)  A A  A nonterminal 



terminal- nonterminals

object

automata



Wilkins



Natural Language Processing

spelling and grammar checking
optical character recognition (OCR)

screen readers for blind and
partially sighted users

augmentative and alternative communication (i.e., systems to aid people
who have difficulty communicating  because of disability)

machine aided trans-
lation (i.e., systems which help a human translator, e.g., by storing translations of phrases
and providing online dictionaries integrated with word processors, etc)

lexicographers’ tools
information retrieval

document classification 
text segmentation

question answering
summarization

exam marking
exam marking

report generation (possibly multilingual)
machine translation

email understanding
dialogue systems

(natural language interfaces to databases)

• information extraction



Steps in natural language processing
Morphological Analysis
Syntactic Analysis

Semantic  Analysis
 Discourse  Analysis

Pragmatic Analysis



Context Free Grammar

Formal Language Theory

x y x non-terminal y

terminal string of terminals non-terminal y empty

Phrase Structure Grammar

(i) SentenceNP + VP
(ii) NP TN
(iii) VP Verb N
(iv) T The
(v) N man, ball etc.
(vi) Verb catch, hit etc.

‘rewrite x as y’ x y
‘The man catch the ball’

Sentence
NP+VP (i)
T+N+VP (ii)
T+N+V+NP (iii)
the +N+V+NP (iv)
the + man +V+NP (v)
the + man + catch +NP (vi)
the + man + catch +T+N (ii)
the + man + catch +the+N (iv)
the + man + catch + the + ball (v)

Tree diagram

Sentence

                         NP                                                                                         VP

T N verb        NP

the                  man catch        T            N

                                                                                                                            the          ball



non-terminal

point non-terminal
strings of terminal start

G=(V, T, S, P)
G= Grammar

V= Set of variables or non terminal symbols.
T= Set of terminal symbols
S= Start symbols
P= production rule

terminal

nonterminal 
nonterminal 

nonterminal 
nonterminal terminal 

nonterminal 
terminal 

Begin with a string consisting of the start

symbol;

Apply one of the productions with the start symbol on the left hand size, replacing the start symbol with

the right hand side of the production;

nonterminal terminal 
nonterminal 

Repeat the process of selecting nonterminal symbols in
the string, and replacing them with the right hand side of some corresponding production, until
all nonterminals have been replaced by terminal symbols.

N = {S}, T = {a, b}, Starting symbol = S, P = S  SS | aSb | 

S > SS (S  aSb)
S > aSbS (S 
S> abS
S> abaSb (S  aSb)
S>abaaSbb(S  aSb)
s> abaabb (S 



S

SS



bSa
bSaaaa

a S a





Parsing in CFG

Parsing

Simply speaking parsing in NLP is the process of determimgn the syntatic structure of a

text by analyzing its constituent words based on an underlying grammar (of the language)

Parsing

Grammatical function

Parsing 

Lexicon

Categoraization

Grammar rules

Parsing

Top-down parsing

 Bottom-up parsing

G= (V, T, S, P)
V= that, this, a, the, man, book, flight, meal
T= S, NP, NOM, VP, Det., Noun, Verb, Aux.)
S= Start symbols
P= production rule

SNP VP Det  that/ this/ a/ the
S Aux. NP VP Noun book/ flight/ meal/ man
S VP Verb book/ include/ read
NP Det NOM Aux. does
NOM Noun
NOM Noun NOM
VP Verb
VPVerb NP

S   NP VP
Det NOM VP
The NOM VP
The Noun VP
The man VP
The man Verb NP



NOM

NP

VPNP

Verb

The

NOM

Det.

Det.

Noun

Noun

book

read

this

string 

The man read NP
The man read Det NOM
The man read this NOM
The man read this Noun
The man read this book.

S


